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Fin. Aid: Serving th·emselves or others?
A Chronicle investigation uncovers alleged drinking on the job in Financial Aid Department
By Bob Chiarito
lnve.uixative Editor

After a two week investigation, the Chronicle has learned of
allegations
that
Columbia
College staff members drank
alcohol on campus during business hours on numerous occasions this school year. The allegations involve Financial Aid advisor Diane Brazier, receptionist
Marlita Davis and work aide
Shermeen Pendry, who is underage.
The allegations were made by
a Financial Aid Department work
aide, who wishes to remain
anonymous, fo rmer Financial
Aid Department work aide
Robert Stevenson and
Financial Aid
who also wishes to
remain
anonymous.
They each all ege that
when Brazier, Davi s
and I 9 year-old Pendry
drank, they drank in
Brazier's
office
between the hours of 5
and 6 p.m., at which
ti me the Financial Aid
office closes.
This is the first time
Brazier, Davis and Pendry have
been accused of wrong-doing and
all three categorically deny the
allegations.
The two anonymous sources
requested to remain anonymous
because they fear ramifications
for bringing the allegations to the
Chronicle first. All three of the
accusers also said that they took
thei r allegations to the Chronicle
because
they
feared
that
Columbia admini strators would
be slow to respond and that they
were frustrated with the actions
of Brazier, Davis and Pendry.
Columbia's policy on alcohol
states that "faculty, administration, and staff are strictly prohibited from consuming, serving, or
allowing students to consume or
serve alco holic beverages on
College premises and at events,
meetings or informal gatherings

sponsored by the College when
students are present."
According to the anonymous
sources and Stevenson, every
aspect of Columbia's alcohol policy was violated.
Stevenson, who worked in the
Financial Aid office from
November I 996 to February
I 997 and is currently the
Chronicle's opinion editor, said
that he was shocked the first time
he witnessed the drinking. " I
went in the Financial Aid Office
before I started working there and
Davis was at the desk with beer
in a coffee mug," he said. "I saw
it and made a joke about it. I
asked her if it was her [urine]
sample and she frowned and said

no."
When asked about the allegations, Davis said, "I have not
drank [on campus]. The allegations are untrue and there is no
proof that it happened."
The anonymous financial aid
advisor said she 's witnessed the
drinking "at least three times"
and that Brazier, Davis and
Pendry have gotten less fearful
about it each time it's occurred.
"The first time I walked into the
office, they shoved everything
under the desk," she said. 'The
second time, they had it out in the
open. They had a 40 ounce bottle
of beer and were drinking out of
coffee cups."
The anonymous work aide
added, "All the advisors work 9
to 5 p.m. except for Brazier, who
works 10 to 6 p.m. From 5 to 6
p.m. she's supposed to be avail-

able for e verybody,
but most of the time
during that hour she
tells us not to send any
students back." As a
result, the work aides
often answered students' questions.
Accord in g to the
anonymous Financial
Aid advisor, work
aides are hired fo r
helping to manage the
office and are not
qualified to help students wi th anything
more than basic financial aid questions.
" It 's not their position
to be giving out information about financial
aid," she said. ''They
don't have the years
of experience."
Brazier responded
to the allegations by
saying they are untrue
and that she doesn't
drink. " It is documentPhoto by Lisa Mendez
ed that I cannot drink About half of Columbia 's students currently receive some form of Fi nacial
because of a medical Aid, including loans and scholarships.
problem."
Brazier
their al legati ons sooner.
refused to com ment
ing continued.
Both Asst. Provost Debra
Wolfe refused to comment.
further about her medical problem, but when asked if she was
When asked about the allega- McGrath and Columbia Counsel
angry about being accused, she tions, Director of Financial Aid Darryl Jones confirmed that the
said, "No, because I have nothing John Ol ino said that he was not investigation is o ngoing.
The anonymous Financial Aid
to worry about."
aware of the on-job-drinking and
Pendry echoed Brazier's com- that he and the administration advisor said she would like to see
ments, saying she has nothing to would be investigating the situa- something done fo r the sake of
students and the other Financial
worry about and that the allega- tion immediately.
tions are "not true at all."
" It will take as lo ng as I need, Aid workers. " I' m there to serAlthough the anonymous but it will not be a long, drawn- vice students and I care about my
students
sources and Stevenson didn't a u t
and
take
their
allegations
to process,"
about
getting
Columbia administrators, on one he said.
their work done.
I know that other
occasion the work aide did
As of
inform one of his superiors. After late last
Aid
Financial
allegedly wi tnessing Brazier, week,
Advisors
care
about
what's
Davis and Pendry drinking Jan. Olino had
going on," she
13, the work aide informed his gathered
superior, Financial Aid Computer statements but refused to s pecu- said. "This makes all of the
Coordinator Charles Wolfe. "He late on a course of action. He did Financial Aid staff look bad. I'm
said he'd take care of it and that it say that if the allegations prove to tired of looking bad when I know
didn 't have to go any further," the be true, he would not be a "happy I go in everyday and bust my
work aide source said.
camper." As for the accusers, butt. If it were up to me, I'd fi re
According to the anonymous Olino said he's disappointed that them. It's obvious insubordinasources and Stevenson, the drink- they didn't come to him with tion, no ifs, ands or buts."

See editorial
page 7

Evaluating instructors: Does system work?
By Paul Zabrantanski
Staff Writer

When it comes to teacher evaluati ons, the student consensus around Columbia is that they are a
complete nui sance and waste o f
time. "I don't even take the time to
fi ll out the evaluations because
nothing is going to be done about it
anyway." stated Bob Santore, a
junior television student. Santore
continued, "Even if something is
done, I'm not going to be in that
class anymore, so it's not goi ng to
effect me."
Nicla Ruccia, a broadcast journalism senior, couldn' t agree more.
Even though s he puts in an effort to
fill the surveys out , Ruccia says,
"From my experience, I' ll talk to
other students before I register for
my classes to see what the teacher
is like, and every time I was warned that the teacher
did poorly, they continued to do poorly when I was
in the class."
The evaluations are originall y sent from the
Academic Dean's office to all of the department
heads. They are then handed out to the students by

someone other than the teacher. When finished,
they are sealed and sent to be scored. The tabulated
results are then sent back to the departments for
review. Some students feel that this process isn't
effect ive enough in protecting the confidentiality of
their answers.
A student wrote the Chronicle in
December to say that a teacher a) JegcdJy came hack into the class. after the students had fi lled out the surveys, and
"berated" the students for some negati ve
comments that a few class members had
made.
Columbi a students seem to give ort
the general attitude that the evaluations
are in signi ficant. Many faculty and
administration members claim that they
re ly on the information contributed by
the students to better themselves and
thei r tcchni4ucs.
"The evaluations arc defini tely
important, to the extent that they g ive
feedback for what is being done right and what is
being done wrong," said Joe Nowak, pan-time
Academic Computing ins tructor si nce 1985.
Nowak hopes that more specific information can be

See Evaluating, next page
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obtained from the addi·
too nal comments section.
where the stude nt has the
chance to address a cer·
lain area . If there is a neg·
ative
re s ponse s.
the
on s tru c tor can u se th is
onformatoon to improve on
that aspec t o f their class
o r teaching technique.
One of the more com mon concerns of s tudents
is the teac her's ability to
com muni cate know ledge
to the s tu dent in a manner
that the s tudent can learn
from . Dominic Pacyga. a
17 -year instructor in the
Liberal Education department. attempts to look fo r
negati ve trend s in the
evaluations. For example.
Pacyga sta ted. that if he
has constan t complaints
ubo ut the book he used. a
change will be made .
"A t a place lik e
Co lumb ia. teaching is the
most important compone nt so evaluation is a
high
priority,"
said
Pacyga.
Columbia
s tarte d
something
ne w
la s t
se m es te r wh e n cvalua·
t io ns we re extended to
evaluate not on ly full but
part·
time
in s tructors
us
well. All ins tru c to rs will

It" ll; flttJICI til t hi If I t(') C\'\lttlly IJMJ"i.oC
ftf

the

be evaluated during the
fa ll semesters. Although
many s tudents would like
to see their least-favorite
in struc t o rs dis m issed , it is
unlikely that will happen .
The o nly way for that to
happen w o uld be poor
evalu a ti o n reports not
on ly from the students,
but from the instructor 's
peers a nd the ir department heads as well.
"The eva luations are
not punitive things, but
are u sed in s pirit to
improve instruction whi ch
imp roves teachers procedures.'' said
Caroline
Latta , Academic Dean,
" so they can become mo re
proficient."
Chairman of the
Management Department
Denn is Ri ch said that the
eval uations iss ued to each
c lass and each stude nt in
th ose c l asses are taken
seriously.
Ed Morris,
Chairman
of
the
Tele visi o n Department,
said that the teachers are
scored from eignt to o ne,
eig ht bei ng the highest.
" If a teac he r scores
less tha n six for m o re
tha n o ne semester.
I'll
call tha t te ac her in to
meet with them and see if
there is a problem.'' said
M orr is. "The [i nstructo r 's) contract w ill not be
ren e wed if the problem is
not corrected. "
Altho ugh s tudents may
fee l as if their time is
being was ted , the y should
keep on gi,ving fair and
objective
e valuations.
Even tho ugh s tudents may
no t believe it . they are
. he lping to ma ke a differ·
ence.

In tbe Feb.t'7 luue of the Chronlele, we erroneously reported that..._ts - - ·
required to take three years of math •
New studeatl wiU oaly be required to take three credit

Also, In the ume laue, Hilary Welu' name was mlapelled Ia

section.

VICW\ C~ ptt\\C() lu lhl\

,, rt~ } tlfJHttdl \ tft f>rp·;u-tmcut
uAk-u

Copy Editor
Columboa's Residence Dcpanment has launched Operation
X. a dm c to raosc money for a gorl scverly inJured in an attack at the
Cabrono-Green housi ng project. The girl (who is on ly known as Girl
X) was attacked . raped and left for dead in a stairwell.
Gorl X 's condotio n has been upgraded and she is recoveri ng
at a rchaholotallon clonoc
"Operation X. Extreme tunes ca ll fo r extreme meas ures" will
take place at the residence hall on February 26. The program will cost
S I0 and wollonclude donner. The goal is to mise S3.000 for the WGCI
fund on Gorl X 's name
StudeniS can help by takong pan on thos program, whoch os
open for an) type of talent dosplay.
Randy Spellers saod that even though the o peration 1>
focused o n rao >ong money for Girl X. the broader aspec t •~ setting up
the l)pe of organ11a11o n that,.oll deal wnh somolar ossues on a regular

Opinion Editor
Ro ben Ste\ en son

~

Qy Chuck Jordan

Evaluating,
from
page 1: Although
many students filled
out the teacher evaluations, the outcome of
the results may hang
in balance

The Chronicle reareta the erron.
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New scholarship dances to CCC H o w ' s
By Claudia Rivera

Staff Writtr
The Dance Center o f Columbia
College is offering two scholarships,
worth up to $ 10,000 each, to minority
and/or disadvantaged students.
The DanceAfrica/Chicago Marshall
Fields
Scholarship
and
T he
DanceAfrica/Chicago
American
Airlines Scholarship are both intended
to s upport the dance education of talented and .highly motivated minority
and/or disadvantaged students who
might not otherwise be able to complete their undergraduate education.
"This is the first time these scholarships are being o ffered to Columbia
College students enrolled in the dance
program," said Deborah Obalil of the
Dance Center. A pplications will be
available for students in the admissions
office and the dance department. The
application form and related materials
must be submitted to the Dance Center,
postmarked no later than midnight
April 30, 1997.
Recipients will receive $2,500 each'
year for up to four years as they pursue
a Bachelor of Arts degree with a major
in Dance.
Eligible students should be of a
minority group (including AfricanAmerican, Latino, Asian Pacific or

avail able to help students continue
their education. A few exam ples
include the Broadcast Adverti si ng
Club Summer Internship/Scholarship
internship award for selected juniors
and seniors and the Irving B. Harris
Foundation Scholars hips offered
through the television department.
Out-of-state s tudents attending
Columbia may qualify for scholarships
through sponsored programs in their
state of residence. Columbia alsp
o ffers Institutional awards including
the Presidential Scholarship for outstanding high school seniors who
intend to have a full-ti me status.
T ransfer Student Scholarships are
awarded to a limited number of outstanding students who enter during the
fall semester.
The scholarships listed here are just
a few of those available, so visit the
finan cial aid o ffice to inquire about
other existing awards for studen ts.
Many students take advantage of
scholarships
available here
at
Columbia College.
"Last year there were 320 students
who had some type of scholarship,"
said John Olino, financial aid director.
"The number of students with scholarships does increase but not very
much."

Native American) and/or disadvantaged (a student of any race who has
been presented with s ustained and
demonstrable extraordi nary life obstacles-such as disability or coming from
a low-income family ).
Other requirements are that the
applicants must be high school graduates or transfer students, completed no
more than three semesters at another
institution, must demonstrate commitment to the pursuit of growth and
excellence in the art o f dance.
Selected students must have the
right combination of technical ability
and a passionate curiosity about the art
of dance. This can be proven with previous study and/or activity in the field,
an aptitude for dance as a physical discipline, a strong desire to grow and
develop in dance (with an eagerness to
explore new concepts and acquire new
skills) and a firm commitment to completing their undergraduate education
at Columbia College with a major in
dance.
All finali sts will be notified by mail,
postmarked no later than May 21, and
will go through auditions and interviews during the week of June 3. The
scholarship recipients will be notified
no later than July I, 1997.
There are several other Columbia
College Departmental scholarsh ips

Fares

With our WAY LOW Spring Surf~, Shred fares, you can FLY to the sweetest slopesor the hottest
beaches and have cash left over to buy plenty of eats, even your own hotel room.With dealslikethese,
you can live so large,your folks will think you're blowing your book money.CheckOutOurWaylowFares:
From The EAST
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San Francisco
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Your
Steak?
With
John Henry Biederman

Coffeehouse impostersand a naked massage
It 's time somebody pointed out that Starbucks is
the Disneyjication of the coffeehouse-despite its
recent anniversary al/empt to tie in with the '70s
counter-culture it so blatamly contradicts. But, while
Dis and columnists like Judy Markey act as if as if
the place is hip, nobody speaks the trutlr about it.
So, this looks like a job for "How's Your Steak?"
One needs to first understand wlrat a coffee/rouse
is: an estab/ishme/11 with comfortable fumiture for
loitering, frequented largely by artists and writers.
Coffeehouses profit by auracting tolls of regular customers, as most of their fare is reasonably priced.
I chuckle when I pass a Starbucks and see somebody trying to ha11g out. Ever notice tlrat Starbucks
fumiture seems designed to drive you ow after you
drop caslr? Test it. Sit i11 a Starbucks chair for jive
mi11utes a11d you'll/rave " rock bull." Set a standardsized notebook on one of tlreir wi11dow counters and
notice tlrattlre cotmler is, coincidemally, too short.
"You've become bitter." It 's my...er, friend ,
Knuckles Von Chuckler. "You 've been working too
much!"
" I don't need to hear that anymore," I say.
" Don ' t you ever stop to smell the Gcnnifcr
Flowers? Howsabout you come over later and watch
some Rush Li mbaugh tapes. I got some brats ..."
"You're not pretty enough to waylay me into
smelling fl owers. Those are stinky flowers, too."
Knuckles gets a disturbing look in his eye. "What
you need is an old-fashioned massage!"
"You're not touching me."
"Not me! My s ister Buckles!" His eyes scrunch as
he checks my reaction. I roll my eyes. "She just
received her certification from the Cicero
Refrigerator Repair and Massage School." He rubs
his hands together and zooms from the offi ce.
A woman related to him? I don' t like this idea.

Starbucks is actually a "coffee trough."
"John, meet my s ister, Buckles."
"Knuckles, I don't..." Hubbala Bubbala Boomski!
She's gorgeous! "She can 't be related to you."
"Yes I am," says Buckles. "Now, do you want a
massage or not? I've been dy ing to try my ski lls."
"Well, let me think about it." I take a sip of coffee.
·'Okay."
"Yikes!" Knuckles says. " I forgot- my Yugo's
double-parked'" He ex its.
"You' re gonna have to lie down," Buck les says.
" Is there a table aro und here."
"Yeah, back here ... "
"And you have to get naked."
Gulp. '"Arc you sure?"
·'Yes, massage works best that way."
"Okay-but promise you won' t laugh."
She nods. I undress in the storeroom. After I di srobe, I come dashing out with my hands in front of
my little steak and dive face down onto the table. ··1
think I only need my backside done," I say.
"Now, try to relax." Buckles puts her hands on my
back; I try not to think about her long li ngernails.
"My, you' re tense! Knuckles was right ahout you
being a frumpy bumpkin !"
"Now wait a second l...l...lcccicei ... "
Her hands knead their way along my shouldcrs ...my back ... my gluteus maximus ... downward to
my hips... my...... my... MY MY MY!
"You 're rather attracti ve when relaxed."
Knuckles' sister is touching my... well, even a
schmuck like me can conclude that this is a pass. ··so.
tell me something about yourself, Buckles?"
" I must warn you, I do have a boyfriend ... :·
Oh no. Not another one of these types.
" ... and I'm not completely over my ex .. :·
T his can only be Karma. I must'vc tortured
women in another life.
" ... and I'm dealing with a lot of...issucs now.:·
"Buck les. I have work to do•·· I leap up .
"My Lord!" It 's Knuckles' I'm actuall y giJd to
sec him! No, take it hack. I' m naked with his sister.
"Hcc hcc! You call that a ma n's body•·· He says.
"Hey!"
"And what arc you doing, s ubJecting my '"tcr to
your perverted little corcus!·· Knuckles gro" b.
··KnuckleS:' Buckles says. ·· ~1assagc '""'' best
when the subject is naked."'
"'I tlon ' 1 carc 1 Th1~ i:-. a ...a tapcslry nfJU'IJl'C 1
"'Knuckles!" I \ ay, notu.:ing hun hop.,tlng a <.:ompuler monuor ahovc Ills head. '"Rt:mcrnhcr: Pm ... and
needles. needles and P'"'· ll 's a l1<1ppy nwn that
grins

Whack!
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angry
over 'Steak'
I was reading some bullshit
excuse for an column on "Gen X"
and other [S]tar [W]ars stuff.
Damn....you need to really get a
clue. Star Wars has nothing to do
with "Gen X." If I remember correctly, Star Wars was written
back in the '70s. That was not
the
day
of
"Gen
X ."
Furthermore, you call George
Lucas a washed-up director.
What the fuck are you smoking?
You, Mr. Biederman, are a
washed-up, sorry excuse for a
newspaper editor. No respectable
journalist would work for a piece
of shit rag like yours. Your [SIC]
a closet "Gen Xer" who has the
same problems and complaints as
all of your peers and still has the
balls to call [him]self ALTERNATIVE. Get a life.

Silent bob
via the Chronicle's e-mail

PS: Don't destroy an already terrible column with a even worse
conversation...it just sucks.
[Not So) Silent lob: We're smok·
lng Macanudoes right nowthanks for asking. lut seriously,
we really appreciate your taking
time away from your Star Wars
action figures to write us! And
another thing-• heard that
those Inflatable, black-market
Chewbacca love dolls are dan·
gerousl Corefui... -Ed.

Kelly Casey
via the Chronicle Message
Forum
Kelly Cosey: After wishing on
dozens of stars and calling the
Psychic Network three nights In
a row, our dream has come true!
Read the next letterl-td.

Desperately
Desperately seeking e-mail
seeking Kenyon
Almost three years ago I atteded a Columbia College Summer
Institute and met one of my best
friends in the world-Kenyon
Hopkins. However, we lost touch
about a year ago. I found this
page by chance and I am wondering if ANYBODY still knows
Kenyon at Columbia. (He was
taking some classes there last I

Bnndan Kenny
Bnndan.J.Kenny./7@nd.edu
(219) 634-3893
via the Chronicle's e-mail

Hello there, I wanted to ask
how I could attain a friend's
e-mail address who attends
Columbia College. I've mailed
the administration about five
times asking this question but
I've gotten no response. I was
wondering if anyone here will
know how to access a list of
e-mail addresses at C?lumbia. .
Any response to this would be

Mr. Kenny: After wishing on
dozens of stan and calling the
Psychic Network three nights In
a row, our dream has come true!
Well, okay, half·true. It's not
Tracey, but It's someone! Read
the last letter!
And our Opinion Editor, Robet't
Stevenson, would like you to
know that the college does not
supply student •-mall.
Yeah, we're still trying to figure
out where that rising tuition
money's going, too.-td.

MALE
PRISONER
DEATH ROW IN AN ARI·
ZONA PRISON WOULD LIKE
MAIL FROM ANYONE THAT
WOULD WRITE. I AM WITHOUT FAMILY AND HAVE
BEEN IN THIS CELL FOR
ALMOST A DOZEN YEARS. I
WOULD LIKE CORRESPON·
DENCE FROM
ANYONE
WHO
WOULD
ENJOY
RECEIVING MY LETTERS.
I am kept strictly isolated and
locked in my cell, I am not
allowed to work to get money for
stamps, so if you could send
some it would be a big help.

Michael Cornll
#51493, Arizona State Prison,
P. 0. Box 8600, Florence,
Arizona 85232

D e S P e r· a t e I Y slblllty
Reodet'l: We assume no respon·
for the welfare of any·
• g. . . G 0 d -Noticewhohewrites
this gentleman.
see k In
doesn't mention the
knOWS W h a t'•
crime he's Imprisoned for? Oh
and, If you do write, - think

-=:::-------::::--:----he-::'d:-1-:::lk;-•-N_Ix_on_st_a;mp-:;s;:-.-€~d;;;.:-:;;~

' with disaster can prove to Cost of th~ New U.N.
e disastrous in itself
Secretary-General
By Wilfred Brandt
Twister!
Volcano!
Asteroid!
It seems as though every day, we humans are
being threatened by one disaster after another.
For those of us that don't go to see these movies,
we must now live in fear of being attacked
through our television set. Just after you
became used to everyone dressing in seventies
fashions, now you have to go through the revival
of the old classic film genre of the seventies, the
disaster flick.
To all of you who don't remember classics
like "Airport" and "Towering I nferno," I could
explain them to you, but why bother?
Hollywood has decided to revive the disaster
theme for any of us who <didn't catch it the first
time around. With their revision, they have
added a new nineties twist: movies involving
NATURAL disasters ! Helen Hunt (star of the
movie "Twister'') doesn't have to worry about
pesky man-made airplanes and tiuildings going
haywire and putting her life in j eopardy, it's now
the vicious forces of nature trying to rub her out.
This poses one major problem: There are only
so many acts of God out there, and all the good
ones are taken!
In the last year we saw numerous disasters
on screen. Tornadoes, volcanoes, earthquakes,
Arnold and Sinbad's Christmas film ... There's
not a lot left to choose from. Producer's are
even starting to double-up on one subject.
"Dante's Peak" and "Volcano" are battling for
this year's best eruption on screen (fill in your
own dirty j oke here). I know movie making is
all about getting the big bucks but from what
I've heard, it sounds like they' re getting pretty
desperate. Being a film major at Columbia, I' ve
always got an inside track on the latest gossip
from tinsel town. Here's a sneak preview of
some films that will be roaring into a theater
ncar you sometime this year:

Dashing Douglas stars alongside sexy Sandra
in this · romantic-adve nture-thriller-comedy
about two teachers whose lives are put in danger
when a horrific storm breaks out over bright and
sunny Milwaukee. While trapped in the high
school they work at, Douglas and Bernhardt are
forced to battle with tremendous downpours,
slippery floors, and damp seats that await them
at every turn.
''Snow!" (Hugh Grant and Sandra Bernhardt)
Hugh and Sandra star as a wealthy Beverly
Hills couple whose Jives are one day torn apart
by disaster in this heart-warming-action-packedromantic-thriller about the day Los Angeles'
temperature plummets and a legendary two and
a half inches of snowfall that coats the streets!
Pandemonium breaks loose as the people of
California try to deal wiih the horrors of a deep
freeze. Many people slip and fall, which ruins
their clothes, while others are too terrified to
leave their studio apartments. You'll swoon as
you watch Sandra and Hugh renew their love for
· one another as they come up against God 's
worst weather conditions.
''Fog!" (Steve Guttenburg, Sandra Bernhardt,
Charo and Fifi)
You'll laugh, you'll cry, you'll grip your seat
in fear as you' re taken on a hell-ride through
foggy Springfield, Massachusetts. Guttenburg
and Bernhardt star as the most mismatched pair
of police officers in hi story. It's a normal day in
the sleepy town of Springfield, until the citizens
are faced with a whole lot of fog! Visibility is
low and chaos is high! See Steve and Sandra go
from being at each others throats, to at each others lips! Charo guest stars with her lovable dog
Fifi in this rip-roaring, action-packed, kneeslapping, romantic-comedy-adventure-tear-jerker.
It doesn't look too promising, doe s it?
Maybe in the coming year we'll see a new
revival trend sweep Hollywood. I'm hoping
they'll resurrect the T & A films of the eighties
(Scott Baio could use the work). I'll keep my
fingers
.:...._ crossed.
____.

___ _______ ________

" Ra in!"
(Michael Douglas and Sandra
Bernhardt)
,

By Oladimeji Adeoye

.
F:

nally, after a flash reminder
of the Cold War in which the
U.S. and France flexed muscles over who should be the next secretary-general of the Uni~ Nations,
Kofi Annan of Ghana took the oath
of office for the top job just before
Ouistmas.
Annan, 58, a 30-year veteran, benefitted from America's inauspicious
use of its veto over a second term for
former Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali as well as from
France's compromise over its problem with his African heritage. Annan
is the end score of the power play by
the two powerful nations.
The game began with a complaint
by the U.S. about what it considered
Boutros-Ghali's ineptitude about
U.N. reform. The U.S. then decided
the secretary-general did not deserve
re-appointment. Inside diplomatic
overtures failed to change the U.S.'s
mind.
Then the African bloc in the U.N.
protested that Boutros-Ghali should
be allowed to complete a second
term, as his predecessors did.The
U.S. later conceeded and agreed to
support another African candidate.
Then, as Africa scurried to consider
candidates to replace Boutros-Ghali
and finally narrowed it down to Kofi
Annan, France decided to flex its
own~clout by raising opposition to
Annan on grounds that he did not
hail from Francophone Africa
(regardless of the fact that Annan
speaks fluent French and is married
to the daughter of a top European
diplomat).
In analysis, the U.S. has enjoyed the
loyalty of the 185-member organization for the better part of its 51 years
of existence, especially since the end

of the Cold War. It's ironic, all
though not a suprise, that the U.S., a
deadbeat member owing more than
one billion dollars in dues and other
obligations, could enjoy such enduring clout The U.S. is one of the five
permament members of the organization along with France, Great
Britian, Russia and China.
At the end of the Cold War, the U.S.
emerged as the umjisputed super
power with the responsibility of
being the big brother; brothers' keeper and godfather to the world, and of
course, plenty of clout Thus, almost
nothing sails through the U.N. without America's imprimatur.
France, which has been a U.S. ally
for a long time, suddenly asswned a
rival position. Lately, this rivalry has
escalated to a troubling level. In
December 1996, Washington complained that out-going secretary of
state Warren Christopher was
snubbed by his French couterpart
while in Paris on a diplomatic mission. Recently, France withdrew
from Operation Provide Comfort,
which with the U.S. and Britain has
protected Iraq Kurds from Saddam
Hussein's menace in the no-fly
wnes. France also disagreed with the
U.S. over the structure of NOI1h
Atlantic Treaty Organization's
(NATO) southern command and
peace-making in Africa and the
Middle East
International observers might sec
France's initial opposition to
Annan's election as merely an effort
to embarass the U.S. and let it know
that it can't always have it's way.
They might not sec this as a new
West versus West imbroglio.
•
After all the super bickering, it's
time the U.N. settles down to allow
Annan to serve his term usefully-fer
the good of the world.
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This
Is
This

Stuff
From
Staff

Bob Chiarito

Jill Schimelpfmg

HA.V,N'r W~ i\iT'-I'£~~APS ,
A-r (oLuA~IA'S IINAf/CIAL AIO it~

e called himself the Sarge,
and after spending ten minutes in his cab I knew more
about him than I did about some people I've known for years.
The other day I hopped in his cab
and told him to take me to 630 N.
McClurg Ct. Since most hacks these
days don't speak English, I usually
don' t say much, but I was bored and
the driver was an American.
considering that Columbia College Chicago's student body and faculty are
He initiated the conversation ,
composed of mostly artists, age-old character profiles tell us that drugs
(including alcohol) will play a part in the lives of many within these halls.
telling me that his shift just started
and then slipped me a business card
that read "Sarge," and then in parenor wrong, abusive or recreational- these are topics for a separate forum-it is
thesis, "(your personal chauffeur):
Sure, these are the health-conscious '90s and all, but there is a grain of truth
reservations 24 hours in advance."
many stereotypes and this is no exception.
The saga of 1. Cunningham, the
What does concern us, at this point, is any use of alcohol or drugs that might intername in the lower-left comer of the
·
f
card, began after 1 asked him why he fere with the services we pay good money for at Columbia. Bob Chianto's rontwas called Sarge. He told me that he page investigation has brought us evidence that alcohol may in fact be interfering in
worked as a prison guard for 25 such a way.
Some evidence in Chiarito's story seems to indicate that an advisor, receptionist
years, 17 of them at Stateville
Correctional Center in Joliet. After and work aide in the Financial Aid Department have been drinking alcohol at
that, he retired but got tired of "sitting Columbia during hours in which they are supposed to be assisting students (ironion my butt." Now he was back driving a cab, which he did over 30
ly between 5 and 6 p.m.-"happy hour"). In addition, the superior in this case delyears ago.
some of her duties to work aides lacking, in the words of an anonymous
aid advisor, the necessary "years of experience."
He told me that he had to go to taxi
school for a week to get his license
Again, our subject of concern here is only the efficacy of the College in its c apacand that the tests didn't emphasi ze ity to serve students. While drug and alcohol abuse may in fact be causing problem s
knowledge of streets as much as
where the hospitals and hotels are. He in other departments or classrooms of the college, this would not be front-page matesaid he used to know where everyif it happened in another area. But Financial Aid is a c rucial departme nt utilized
of our students.'Financial aid, in many cases, decides whether or no t a stuthing was but many of the hotels are
new or have since changed their
can even attend our school.
names. He said that he rents his cab
f
d f h·
· · · 1 bel
h
for $338 a month and keeps whatever
To make matters worse, one o those accuse o t ts actlvtty ts a so
ow t e age
amount he makes over that, minus of legal alcohol consumption. While we find it hard to take a hard-line approach to
gas. Normally he clears about five to any of the underlings at issue-and must also stress that this alleged drinking is by
six hundred a week.
no means indicative of the environment in the department ove rall-this information
Intrigued about his prison guard
an extremely negative light on any superior who would give a green light to
job, I asked him about Stateville. this activity. Certainly, if the aide in question has a personal problem, we are under"That's where the infamous
Roundhouse cell-blocks are, right?" standing (and the College is obligated to assist in that capacity) but steps need to be
"Yeah, but there's only one left," taken immediately to stop this irresponsible activity that is possibly jeopardizing
he said, exhaling smoke from a cheap financial issues for so many students.
cigar that was stuck in the comer of
Perhaps most disturbing about these allegations (as if this wasn't disturbing
his mouth. "I could run a roundhouse
is the fact that this situation may have been reported to one of the advisors'
with two guards," he said. ''Today,
you need about 23 guards 10 secure ~nr,.,rinr<--r,<t
in absolutely no action being take n. This, coupled with the
those high-tech joints."
1enrmtov1~es
coming to the Chronicle first- fear of inaction by adminisThe Sarge went on to say he
a dark scenario as to how administrative matters are handled here
worked at six other prisons and that
, at Columbia, the "un-college," there is an aura of fear around the white
there wasn't a day that he didn' t want
ars whose salaries we pay, thi s matter is far worse than we could even have imagtoquit.
"But the benefits are good," he ined.
said. "No~ like driving a cab."
We ' d like to say something good about this, and we can: to those who brought this
I asked him if he saw a lot of cons matter to our attention. We're proud to have students and faculty who, despite the
come back to Stateville.
omnipresent and human fear of authority, did the right thing anyway. Let's hope that
"Yeah, a couple of them have even this investigation prompts more of us to do just that.
jumped in my cab."
"Was that good or bad?"
"It was fine--they gave me good
tips," he said.
As we headed east past Michigan
Ave., Sarge was unclear how many
blocks further it was to McClurg Ct.
hen students pay for college, they expect the best education their money
"I need a laptop with a CD-ROM
can buy. At Columbia, a tuition-driven institution, students feel that
map," he said. "I have to call my son
faculty evaluations are ineffective and do not weed out bad teac hers, as
and have him hook me up. Right now,
when I get lost I just ask one of these today's front-page story states.
street bums where I am," he said,
Faculty and Administration feel otherwise and say that the evaluations g ive
pointing his meaty arm at a wino sort- teachers a map on how to improve techniques. We at the Chronicle feel that the
ing through garbage.
Sarge continued his oral biogra- evaluations are a useful tool but, as the story states, students do not take them seriphy, telling me he hitch-hiked to ously. As in any case where participation by both sides is key to change, Columbia
Chicago from Ohio in 1959 and got a students fail to live up to their end of the bargain.
· job ten minutes after being dropped
This is yet anothe r case where, if Columbia students too k the time and cared,
off"by some Army guy" at Wells and something would change.
Lake. He also told me that he has five
kids and five grandchildren and that
he lived "a crazy life."
Twelve hours later it was the one
year anniversary of my close friend
E-mail us at:
Mike's suicide. To this day, none of
Cbron96@interaccess.com
the 2,500 people who attended his
wake or I have a clue why he killed
himself. Funny how sometimes you
Visit our web site:
feel like you know a total stranger
bttp://www5.interaccess.com/cbronicle
better than your close friends.

H

Are our arts liberal?
eople refer to Columbia as a
liberal arts college, thinking
that they are getting an education in liberal arts? But, what
exactly is a "liberal art?"
According to the Oxford
American Dicti onary, liberal art is "a
study in the humanities, mathematics, and the social and natural sciences as distinct from professional or
technical subjects." And, "distinct
from" means "separate from."
So a liberal education would come
from knowledge gained from matter
outside of a technical or professional
setting. Columbia College's classrooms could be considered as this
kind of setting.
Then, according to the definition,
students that come to Columbia with
the expectation of receiving a liberal
arts education should not hope to
achieve this through the time they
spend within a classroom alone.
So where shquld you look to find
your $8,000 worth of education? If
you are truly interested in finding
informational treasures, look for
fliers on the tack boards.
It seems, though, that most students at Columbia are not here for
any sort of broadening of the mind.
So, this blathering on may be futile.
At the many intellectually driven
cultural forums held on campus,
often the only students who attend
are those who belong to the group
that is being represented.
Last semester, a screening of the
Argentinean movie, "Yo, Ia Peor de
Todas," which was sponsored by the
Latino organizations at Columbia,
attracted nearly 50 people, but only
five were not of Latin descent.
At a meeting of the Muslim
Students' Association in December,
the 15 members, all Muslim, excitedly discussed their mission-to educate
students about Islam. MSA wants to
dispel the deep-rooted stereotypes
about their religion to those who do
not understand the "true essence" of
Islam. How can they meet their mission if non-Muslims are not going to
attend their Koran studies or if nonMuslim students will not attend their
events?
It's very easy to exclude yourself
from those who are at fault here by
noting your attendance at the many
cross-cultural shows that are held on
campus. Theater, music and art are
all vital tools in thought expansion,
but it is knowledge driven primarily
to entertain rather than to enlighten,
knowledge that is fed to you as candy
to the senses. Taking refuge in what
comes easy and feels good is a pure
reflection of the cheap-hearted society that we have become.
If one expects to reach out to the
ignorant of mind, one must first bribe
them with a massage of the senses. It
is not enough to take the straightforward approach to communication. In
an age of complex technological
modes of infonnation access, p.:ople
seem to tread mainly where the
knowledge comes fashionably packaged.
Picking up a newspaper or attending an intelligent ly presented forum,
it seems, is less attractive than flipping on MTY's lame-ass "Love
Line."
If you questi on the truth of this
presumption, see for yourself this sad
phenomenon at the next Columbiasponsored forum.
And, seek knowledge from less
obvious sources in your life.

Aid: Let's hope the P
s aren't on us

Care to evaluate

W

We want to hear.from you!
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Plate art benefits center
By A. Noelle Gabor

at 2 18 S. Wabash Ave.,
seventh fl oor.
The Center, a result of
Amidst a fl urry of the j oining of Paper Press
phone
c alls,
Aud rey and Artists Bookworks,
Niffenegger,
assistan t two non-profit organizadirector of the Books and tions supporting the paper
Paper
Arts
Center, and book arts respectively,
unwraps another plate she opened its doors in the
has just rece ived . The spring of 1994. The Center
benefits
to
package reveals a set of prov ides
four plates varying only by Columbia and the commuthe design of their bright nity with its AIKO
Fellowship, School Books
color splas hes.
credit
and
Niffenegger said she Program ,
sometimes thinks the best non-cred it classes, lecpart of the upcoming Paper tures, and exhibitions.
The A IKO Fell owship
Plate Benefit Auction is
seeing the plates when they was established in honor of
arri ve. " It' s like getting Aiko Nakane, a Japanese
free art in the mai l," woman who has supported
the paperrnaking and book
Niffenegger said.
The Columbia College arts. The Fellowship is a
fund
Center for Book and Paper se lf-sustaining
Arts will hold its Second awarded to a graduate stuAnnual
Paper
Plates dent in the book and paper
Benefit Auction on Friday, arts concentration.
The School Books
Feb. 28.
Once the plates are in Program is designed to aid
you r ho me, Niffenegger students in schools where
said. they look li ke artwork e xtra curriculums, such as
and hardly resemble mere art, have been cut. The stupaper plates. Some of this dents write, des ign, and
year's ex hibits include a produce their own books
concerti na (a bookbinding and book covers.
" It he lps them enj oy
that resembles the shape of
an accordian) of paper books more," Niffenegger
plates, a picture of a burnt said.
paper plate under a microclasses
are
Credit
scope and a plate from offered in letterpress,
WGN
radio 's
Kat hy paperrnaking and bookO'Malley
and
Judy binding. Non-credit classes
Markey. Other plates are are offered in the above
constructed of materials subjects as well as calligravaryi ng from wic ker to phy and photography for
book and paper artists.
wax.
Last year, 125 plates Lectures are free and open
were auctioned off fo r to the public.
The main gallery averprices ranging from $5 to
$ 170. Proceeds from the ages roughly seven shows
auction bene fi t the pro- a year.
"The shows vacillate
grams and general opera•
tions of the Center, located from wi ld to sta id,"
Staff Writer

Niffenegger said.
Currently in the main
gallery is " PAPER, a collection of paper samples
from Hand Paperrnills in
the USA."
Members of the Center
are dedicated to furthering
the knowledge and appreciation of paperrnaking and
the book arts.
"These arts remain, in
an electronic age, as the
link between the history of
communication and its
future," a pamphlet about
the Center states.
"I think a lot of people
take the book for granted,
like it's something you just
pick up at Crown Books
and read in the bathtub,"
Niffenegger said.
" Printing technology
dido ' t change for 500 years
and then computers came
along," Niffenegger said as
she motioned toward a
room fil led with letterpress
tools care fu lly collected
over the computer age.
"All these tools that survive, do so because artists
get interested in them."
The event begins at 7
p.m. with a reception and
viewing of the artwork. A
cash bar, buffet di nner, live
music and a live and silent
auction follow the reception. Entrance to the event
is $20.00 per person in
advance, $25.00 at the
door, or free to anyone
who donates a paper plate.
Tickets are available from
the center by calling (3 12)
43 1-8612. Hours of operation are from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Mo nday through
Friday and from I0 a.m. to
I p.m. on Saturday.

F,.e•FrH•FrH•F,.e•F,.e•Free•Free•Free•F....•F....

All Studenta, Faculty, and Staff Welcome
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Columbia College Association of Black Journalists
Presents an
AFIUCAN H£1UTA6E C£LEBR.ATION
"Express Yourself'
Here's your chance to share your talents and show the true you •

dan~e,

.!:come sing,
act, rap, read poetry or . .
whatever you feel the true you may be.
"Express Yourself' will be held on
March 6, 1997, from 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. in the Hokin Annex.

.

Immediately following the show, please C.C.A .B.]. in an
"African Heritage Food Tasting"
Come taste the many delicious foods ofAfrica.

Please be prepared to "Express Yourself"
We hope to see your face in the place!!

~----------~~~~~~~--------·
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Organic art manipufates nature
Cfiicago artist 9vfichae[ Pafza ex._lii6its liis artijicia[ erosystem
By Doug Arnold
Staff writer

Whether you are blind to the
world of art exhibitions and
gallery shows, a veteran of the
scene who enjoys s hows that blur
boundaries or just someone who
enjoys scenery and meticulous
detail, the Columbia College Art
Gallery is hosting an ins tallation
that will pique your interei'fi.
The gallery, at 72 E. I I t St., is
hosting "Someone's in the
Garden ," a mixe6-media installation by Chicago artist Michael
Paha from Feb. 17 thru April II.
The free exhibition offers a view
of a variety of organic materials,
such as plants, soil , rocks and
mud, carefully arranged as a system o f geological tables and
stream beds. A steady flow of

water, controlled by hoses and
hydraulic pumps, circulates the
organic materials throughout.
Although "Someone's in the
Garden" consists of natural material s, it isn' t intended as a biology
lesson. According to the artist, the
exhibit is "like a large-scale ant
fann or an aquarium."
The installation gives us a
view of the natural world, it is artificial and manipulated by man. It
is n't a growing, self-supporting
ecosys tem like you would find in
a natural sc ience museum or
botanical garden.
The exhibition challenges
viewer 's perception of art and
their relationship to the environment. We' re left with the question
of whether art has ~o be created or
if it can simply be arranged.
The install ation offers a view

of flowing streams and nearly
s tagnan t beds. There are plains of
green plants, waterfalls and
niuddy embankments. The aerial
view of a long, windi ng river is
broken by the snapped head o f a
rake and a spurti ng hose.
Paha earned a Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree from the Kansas City
Art Institute. Some of hi s other
work has been presented at the
Addison Gallery of American Art,
Phillips Academy in Andover,
Mass., and the Arkansas Art
Center in Littl e Roc k, Ark. ,
among others. In Chicago, his
work has been shown at the Oskar
Friedl and Perimeter Galleries.
Photo by Blair Fredrick
The Columbia College Art
Gallery is open to the public from
I 0 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through "Someone's in the Garden," a mixed media installation is on
Friday. For more information call display at the Columbia College Art Gallery, 72 E. nth St.,
(312) 663-1600 Ext. 5 JJ (J or 5107. from Feb. 17 thru Aprilll.

By Sandra K. Taylor
Correspondenl
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'med wears
and looks

~'~great

no

matter the
season."

][,,1
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For most little g irls, it was a special treat to
run into their mother's room and play with
makeup. Unfortunately it was not that way for
me.
While little girls my age were painting their
pouty lips with tantalizing red, I was pretending
to read Psalm 34.
Most mothers would love knowing that their
daughter was playing make-up. They would
walk into their room with a big smile on their
faces and say, "oh look at my little darling painting her little face up."
My mother on the other hand would exclaim,
" Do you want to go to hell ? If not, take that stuff
off your face."
God forbid my mother ever caught me playing with cosmetics.
My passion for clothes came from my mother, an impeccable dresser. But my s trong love for
makeup and the other color red grew during my
high school years.
During the 70s and 80s red seemed to be the
only color available for women to buy. You
could walk down any street and see red lipstick
and nail polish.
This all changed, in the 90s; red died out. As
a matter-of-fact women threw away all of their
red nail and lip color and neutrals became the
new color craze to wear.
Well
my
frie nds, red,
the universal
color is back.
This season
you' ll sec the
color red for
b u si n ess
suites, pants,
slips, and bias ·
c ut
dresses
and hosiery.
Fire engine
bright and ohso-sexy red is on the list as the ··staple color."
Red wears and looks great no matter the season.
Imagine a red pair of s nakeskin s hoes with a bias
cut, tomato jersey dress.
Yes, red is the color and it's the peek-aboo
underwear shade for those late-night calls.
Remember red is naughty but nice, frilly but
stro ng and best o f all, it looks great on fi nger
nails.
For the lips you will have to search for the
right shade of red to match your complexion .
And for those who have nothi ng red, try buying a red ~carf to drape around your leather jacket or blouse. Purchase a red linen skirt, and to
match the skirt try a sheer red shirt.
Don't forget to keep the look uniform. In
order to do this pair your new o utfit wi th a pair
of fabulous s hoes.
Afraid to wear red on your nails? Then paint
those sexy toes of yours with classic red by Estee
Lauder.
So take my advice and go shopping for something in a nice shade of red.
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OPEN CALL FOR ARTISTS
LESBIGAY STUDENT ART EXHIBITION
MARCH 17 -APRIL 17 1997
OPENING RECEPTION THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 6:00-S:OOPM
Quality student work of all mediums accepted by March 13 at 7:00pm to the Hokin
Center, 623 S. Wabash. All work must be ready for display (ie. paintings wired,
photography and illus trations matted to our specific sizes) 8"x10",11"x14",
16"ia0",20"x24", a_n d 30"x40" Contact Michael-Alistair Wernik at ext. 5696 with ????
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Slnlqi: IWia a...a is looking for Columbia's most enthusiastic, hardworking and competitive students to fill our telepboue Interviewer an4 telemarkeUog
positions. Projects include conducting opinioo surveys covering Ute media Industry and/or performing business-to-business
an4 eveniol:hifts al!
available for our telephone interviewer positions. 0.. t
t i t !Mdtera sales tnlect ruru during the months of Man:h an4 April You pick Ute days
to work Mon.- Fri. Hours a!! approx. 8:31).4:00. Bilinguals al! eocoaraged to apply.
If you want to earn extra cash this semester, please call oar Job RoUine at (312)
726-2827 or stop by our office to complete an application. Strategic Media
Re.~tarch. 180 N. Wabash, Chicago.

sales.::.

lfo •llblal Looking for people to conduct customer service follow-ups. $8.00 for
attendance, $9.50 for excellent performance, higher pay on weekends. Flexible
hours. l.ocated step.s from Chicago & Franklin "L" stop. Call today! (312)640.2563.

PaJt..n. ~ lllllnleftr. Technical marketing !!search firm looking for

hanl working..i ndependen ~ experienced interviewers to work out of our West Loop
office. Close to Northwe.stern Train Station. Daytime hours only. Please call (312)
207-06&5 exll192.
Motel L In the Harrison Hotel. Newly decorated, carpeted, nicely-furnished, maid
service, 24 Hr. Switchboanl, Laundry room on premises. Student Discount Call
now. (312)427-8000.

BFSr HOTElS A: IAlWFSI' PBICF31'w SPBIII'-IIEHWCI destinatioru. l1orida,
Cancun. Jamaica, etc. Call Now for rooms or Sign-Up as INTER-CAMPUS REPR. 800327-6013. http;/ I WWW.icpt.com
Music lnduslly Inlmlshlp

Asylm Marketing seeks intern in Chicago, sophomore/above. 15-25 hrs./wk
l!quired. Knowledge of new music and your market a must. Ability to get college
credit a plus. Call Gloria @ (2 13)368-4738
or fax resumes to (213)954-7622.
~Motivated

groups needed to earn $500+ promoting AT&T, Discover,
gas and retail cants.
Since 1969, we've helped thousands of groups raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 ExL 198.
Free CD to qualified callers.

rum WOlD ill WOBI- Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For infomation call : (206)971-3570 ext J5713Z.

FREET-sHIIlT + $1000 Credit Cant fund raisers for fraternities, sororities &
groups. Anycampusorganization can raise up to $1000 by earning a·whopping
$5.00/ VISA application. Calll-800-932-0528 ext. 65 Qaulified callers receive f'REE
T-SHIRT

Sophisticated SJM 31. Laid-back, but serious, slim and trim 160 J wants to meet
younger (18 +)SF. Curves ok but obese not my cup of Java. Tired of games older
Women and younger men play, so write the box. IAI29.

SBF petite. smart, fun, and ohhh sooosassy, seeks Sill who is big (tall), beautiful
and brilliant, who likes to party. No losers (you know who you are) need apply.
Please write me in care of the Chronicle, code # A1125.

GWII, handsome, 30-ish, 5'10", 160 lbs., dark blond, hazel eyes, HIV- and very mrucular. rm a charming, sexy. caring
romantic Leo looking for an attractive, intelligen~ warm, compassionate man. !
am a non-smokerI non-drug
user who seeks same. I enjoy quiet time at home, which includes romantic dinnrrs and thought-provoking conversation. Plea1e write me if you want someone
stmng to keep you wann on those cold winter nights.
code i AI02H.

To re.1pontl to a Personal ad, write to the code number in care of The Chronicle,
600 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago. II. 60605.
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Liquid Soul rising
By Eileen Lavalle

crowd has been filling up the bigger spaces,'' he said.
Some of that crowd consists of
Chicago Bulls players including
Jason Caffey and Dennis

Staff writer

Without a doubt, the Double
Door, on Sundays, is the place to
be. Sunday, March 2, will mark
the o ne year anniversary o f
Liquid Soul's week ly, raging performances at the Double Door.
For just a $5 cover you can
enjoy non-stop boogying to one
of Chicago's finest bands.
·
The ten person band is one of
the most universal bands I have
ever seen in my life. They have a
killer OJ, a rapper, a three-piece
horn section , drums, keyboards,
guitar, bass and Omega, who has
one of the best and highest voices
I've ever heard. It sounds like an
unusual mi xture, but the various
musical backgrounds arc incorporated into one tight, unique
sound that really works well.
Mars Willi ams, the band
leader and saxophonist, who previously
played
with The
Psychedelic Furs, considers the
band unique. "What we do is fuse
a lot of different styles together;
Hip-Hop, Jazz, the Latin groups,
Funk groups and 70s funk kind of
grooves, every once in a while,
but I like to think that Liquid fuses with the crowd, all of
Soul has more energy than most whom seemed to thoroughly
of the Acid Jazz bands," enjoy the two-set show.
Williams said.
Liquid Soul is becoming the
That energy transforms and hot, hip band to go see and the

Rodman.

c rowd keeps growing every
week. For those of you who have
seen them in the past at the Elbo
Room, I' m sure you can recall
how crowded it was, for the two

years they played there when
starting out.
Rapper Dirty MF is psyched
to be playing at the Double Door.
"I'm very happy to say that the

The band, since it originated
over three years ago, has gone
through many changes along
with ups and downs. They have
always been called "Liquid
Soul," but there were different
people playing different instruments.
Their self-tiUed CD is not the
Liquid Soul that now exists. The
music now, with all ten current
members, is much bettet: than the
CD. The current band is the one
that got signed With ARK21 out
of Los Angeles, last year, right
before the Double Door gigs
started.
Liquid Soul recenUy returned
from doing a mini-tour in three of
California's hottest cities: San
Francisco, West Hollywood and
San· Diego.
The bottom line: Liquid Soul
is the band to check out (in case
you already haven' t). And OJ
Jesse de Ia Pena is also amazing.
He has .been doing the circuit for
ten ye.ars. In addition to Sunday
nights at the Double Door, he
spins at the Elboroom on
Mondays and very Wednesday at
the Buddha Lounge.

Columbia, city competition shines on local bands
By Erin M. Bonilla
Staff writer

It was a battle of the bands at the Park
West Theater on Feb. 13, as Chicago's
hottest up-and-coming musicians jammed
away for Music Alive Night Competition.
Eight bands were chosen as contestants
from hundreds of auditio n tapes that were
submitted to Chicagoland radio stations.
The outcome was an intense, diverse
group representing every genre of music
from R&B to Mexican Polka. The result
was grooving, toe-stomping, heart-felt
performances as each band played earnestly in hopes of landing one of the top three
spots.
The prizes were well worth the effort;
the highest-scoring bands would win
music equipment, studio recording time,

Brad Bretz
undecided
Sophomore
They're outstanding. They did not
ha ve any faci lities
for photograpby at
DePaul Univenrit
when I attended.

and a spot on Center Stage at the Taste of
Chicago this summer. Also, contestants
gained free publicity on the "Music Alive"
program, which features local bands and
the Chicago music scene.
The event was put on by the Mayor's
Office of Special Events .and Columbia
College, as part of the city-wide Winter
Break Festivities. Jeneene Brown, of the
Mayor 's Office, has helped out on the last
three annual competitions.
"It was a difficult task for our judges to
determine a winner because of the extreme
diversity of styles of music," she said. Yet,
they did manage to name the winners of
the competition. The Daniels Groves
Band won first place, Jennifer Onesto second, and "Marquee" came in third.
The real winner were the audience who
"won" the chance to witness the indelible

Ga vin Brownstein
Public Relations
Junior
Compared to
experiences at
University
o
Arizon
Co lumbi a's
atmoshere of learning is much easier.

melodies, fierce energy, and intoxicating
rhythms of these fine Chicagoland bandsall for free.
"I only regret that all the groups couldn' t be placed in the top spot. They were all
tremendous in their own right," said Rolfy
Vargas, a spectator.
Although the contestants were all fairly
new to the music scene, they were certainly not without stature. The R&B group
"Marquee" has opened for Bobby Brown,
have already recorded their second CD and
are preparing for a gig in Japan.
Another group, "Grupo Montor", is creating a huge stir in Mexico with their
unique polkas and energetic vocals. They
have not only conquered the Spanish station airwaves, but opened for the late star,
Selena. Some of the bands were more raw
and fresh on the scene, though without any

Nicole Fister
Theater
Junior
It's more
at this
teachers gi
attention
smaller classes.

The classes are
smaller and a lot more
focus on every individual. Northwestern has
a much larger ·'acting
program, but Columbia
is cheaper and more
hands on.

big names attached to their resumes.
Jennifer Onesta received a standing
ovation after her riveting performance and
surprisingly her band was just recently
assembled. This event was the first performance they had ever played with her
back up singers. Knowing that, made their
dynamic music even more impressive.
There was some tension in the air as the
winners were announced, but all the
groups left satisfied and content with the
honor of being invited to play at the·Park
West and the opportunity for publicity.
The event ended with a special performance by Dick Holliday & "The Bamboo
Gang" , who brought the crowd to their feet
with funky-blues as the pumped up, swaying, humming crowd shuffled out of the
Park West and into the winter air that no
longer seemed quite so cold.

